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Behind Los Angeles’ Staples Center sits the dual-branded JW Marriott and towering Ritz-Carlton (Photo by Prayitno)

By Daniel Lesser, Jonathan Jaeger, & Jeremy Gilston of LW Hospitality Advisors®

Should the deal ultimately close, the recently announced acquisition of Starwood Hotels and Resorts Worldwide, Inc. (HOT) by Marriott International (MI) will be a lodging industry game changer. MI is a trailblazer of the dual-branded hotel trend and will be well poised to accelerate this concept by capitalizing on its newly-expanded suite of brands.

While Starwood Preferred Guest (SPG) members are fixated on the future value of their rewards points, Wall Street is focused on how the combined entities will maximize shareholder value, with many questions left unanswered. Post-acquisition, MI will include approximately 31 brands, 5,500 hotels and 1.1 million rooms worldwide giving MI significant opportunity to create new dual-branding properties and concepts.
Dual-branded hotels are not a new idea; however, the trend is gaining traction. Recent trends reflect a shift towards greater sophistication in tailoring guest experiences and targeting specific demand segments, thereby creating less overhead and greater cost efficiency. The concept has become increasingly popular as these developments include two hotels, and in some cases even more, that share construction/conversion costs and operational expenses, resulting in attractive development savings as well as an enhanced opportunity to achieve economic feasibility of a proposed project.

During the past several years, the dual-branded hotel trend has accelerated. As of January 2015, there were 79 operational dual-branded hotels and another 54 under construction in the U.S., a projected 32 percent increase in dual-branded supply (see chart below). MI, one of the two dominant dual-branding players (the other being Hilton Worldwide) is leading the way with both the most existing and under-construction dual-branded hotels.

2 Pairing JW Marriott and Fairfield Inn & Suites hotel in Downtown Indianapolis gives MI a strong local market share. (Photo by Mr. Nixter)

When contemplating a dual-branded development strategy, it is critical to maintain brand integrity while selecting a project that fits in with the local market environment. While MI’s most popular pairing consists of the Residence Inn and Courtyard by Marriott brands, other pairings exist, such as the JW Marriott and Fairfield Inn & Suites hotel in Downtown Indianapolis. The consortium of MI and HOT will undoubtedly enhance MI’s opportunities, combining many new brands and hotel product types, ultimately resulting in greater share in select markets around the country.
By way of example, Denver is one of the top 25 U.S. hotel markets and is currently experiencing a boom in dual-branded hotel development. Downtown Denver’s appeal as a business, convention, and leisure travel destination continues to entice developers. White Lodging, an Indiana-based hotel developer and operator, completed both the 17-story Convention Center Embassy Suites hotel in December 2010 and 21-story dual-branded Hyatt Place/Hyatt House at 14th Street and Glenarm in Downtown Denver in November 2015.

The company has since broken ground on a new dual-branded hotel development, the AC by Marriott and Le Méridien Hotel, HOT affiliated. The 18-story development is scheduled to open late summer 2017 and the two hotels will add 495 rooms to the market. The property will be located at the center of the city’s business district proximate to multiple demand generators, including the Colorado Convention Center, the 16th Street Entertainment District, the Colorado State Capital Complex, the LoDo Historic District, the Denver Performing Arts Complex, Pepsi Center, Coors Field and Sports Authority Field at Mile High. Each hotel will have its own distinct

---

3 Not far from the dual-branded Hyatt House/Place on Denver’s 14th Street sits the 17-story Convention Center Embassy Suites hotel. Both properties were developed by Indiana-based firm White Lodging. (Photo by MomentsForZen).
entry, lobby, and bar-led food and beverage outlet(s). Le Méridien will include +/-8,000 square feet of state-of-the-art banquet and meeting space, including a 5,000-square-foot ballroom.

The majority of newly-developed and under-construction dual-branded hotel developments offer value enhancement opportunities by cost-efficiently developing new products within dense urban markets. However, many successful dual-branded hotels exist in airport markets as well as suburban markets where supply is limited or demand is strong, such as the Homewood Suites and Hampton Inn by Hilton located in Syracuse/Liverpool, New York.

Dual-branded hotels eliminate the expense of constructing separate towers for each brand while allowing for shared amenities such as fitness centers, pools, and meeting rooms as well as back-of-house spaces including kitchens, storage, and mechanical areas. In reference to a 2013 dual-branded hotel development in Atlanta, Georgia, it was reported that the developer, North Point Hospitality Group, saved $15,000 to $25,000 per key on construction costs when it built a 228-room Hilton Garden Inn and Homewood Suites hotel. While separate signage, entrances, and lobbies create distinct brand identities within a single structure, only one design and construction program for back of the house and building systems are needed.

Furthermore, from an operational perspective, efficiencies are created through utilization of shared staff, specifically as it relates to management, sales & marketing, and maintenance.

Brand selection processes are largely dependent on a sub-market’s existing and forecasted supply and demand trends. As the economic feasibility of new hotel developments is determined for a market, factors to consider pertaining to the selection of optimal hotel brands include name recognition and perception, global footprint, frequent guest programs, and license fees.

Subsequent to the acquisition, MI will be well positioned to leverage the strengths of both brand families as illustrated below:

---

MI’s historically strong sales platform and successful owner/investor relationships, coupled with HOT’s sizeable international presence and customer relationship management, will create unparalleled synergies.

According to the MI investor relations website, the majority of MI’s development pipeline is located in the United States. As of Q3 2015, HOT, with a strong international footprint, has roughly a quarter of its room inventory situated in Asia, approximately double the room inventory of MI. The combination of MI and HOT will undoubtedly create significant potential for dual-branded hotel development throughout the world as they capitalize on strengths while lessening weaknesses.

To remain relevant and efficient, competitive brand families will need to create and exploit their own dual-branding opportunities. Continued consolidation is likely as hotel companies attempt to achieve operating efficiencies. The MI acquisition of HOT may very well mark the beginning of a wave of hotel mergers and acquisitions. Most recently, Accor, Europe’s largest hotel operator, announced its intent to acquire three iconic brands, namely Fairmont, Raffles and Swissotel brands through its parent company FRHI.

Dual-branded hotels have become a focus of the hotel industry over the last several years. With news of the MI acquisition of HOT, the next generation of dual-branded hotels will surely be enhanced. In today’s competitive environment, developers are constantly looking for new ways to differentiate their product. Future mergers and acquisitions as well as creative hotel developers will continue to evolve and expand the dual-branded hotel concept.

---
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